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BY L A U R E N M O R E L L O
T he US government entered a state of suspended animation on 1 October after Congress failed to agree on a budget for the next fiscal year, causing federal agenciesincluding those overseeing science policy and research -to shut down indefinitely.
Most government scientists were ordered to stay at home, their offices and labs closed or run by a skeleton staff of 'essential' workers. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) stopped processing grants, some government websites were made inaccessible and many important research programmes were left hanging, potentially putting lives at risk in the case of some disease studies. Use of government telephones and e-mail was also suspended. The restrictions were still in place as Nature went to press. The shutdown is the product of fierce political infighting in Congress, and comes as a cruel blow to researchers who were already struggling with successive rounds of federal cuts -including the 5.1% across-the-board 'sequestration' that took effect on 1 March. "This is ridiculous, " says Jennifer Zeitzer, director of legislative affairs at the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology in Washington DC. "We can't continue to survive as a research community this way. "
At the NIH, headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, 73% of the agency's 18,646 employees were immediately placed on furlough, or enforced leave. The agency also stopped accepting patients for its clinical trials or initiating new studies. Minimal staff remain to care for lab animals and to protect NIH facilities.
The NSF, in Arlington, Virginia, ordered 98.5% of its roughly 2,000 employees to stay at home. One notable exception was staff in the Division of Polar Programs, which oversees the agency's trio of Antarctic research stations and its remote facilities in Greenland.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), based in Washington DC, retained almost 5,400 of its 12,000 employees, largely to support the essential work of the National Weather Service. Most of its scientists were put on leave, with some exceptions; for example, roughly a dozen people will stay on to maintain the agency's six greenhouse-gas monitoring stations, including sites in Hawaii, Alaska, Greenland and Antarctica. But the team of scientists in Boulder, Colorado, that analyses the data collected by those stations has been told to stay at home, even as flasks of air samples shipped from NOAA field sites begin to pile up.
Pieter Tans, who heads NOAA's Carbon Cycle and Greenhouse Gases group in Boulder, was planning to bring work home to help occupy him during the shutdown, because he would be unable to access agency computers or his work e-mail. "I'll be busy, but you bet I'm angry, " he said, hours before the government began winding down its operations. Tans said that he and his colleagues are treating the shutdown with a sense of resignation after several years of uncertain budgets. "In ten years, our programme will be totally gutted if this continues. "
Some agencies are more fortunate. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in Silver Spring, Maryland, receives substantial user fees from the pharmaceutical industry that fund an estimated two-thirds of its drug-review process. Although the FDA has put 45% of its staff on leave and will cut back on food-safety programmes, user fees might keep its drug-review pipeline openalbeit operating more slowly than normal, says Timothy Coté, founder of Coté Orphan Consulting in Silver Spring and a former director of the FDA's Office of Orphan Products Development.
But a lingering shutdown would have knock-on effects. For instance, if the NSF misses one or two weekly payments to the National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Charlottesville, Virginia, the facility would be forced to close, disrupting long-term research, says facility director Tony Beasley.
At NASA, one casualty could be the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution (MAVEN) mission, which until 1 October was being prepared at Cape Canaveral in Florida for an 18 November launch. MAVEN's principal investigator, Bruce Jakosky of the University of Colorado Boulder, says that his team can accommodate a brief work stoppage. But if MAVEN, which will study the Martian atmosphere, misses its three-week launch window, it will be delayed until 2016, when Mars and Earth will again be favourably positioned in their orbits. Under NASA's contingency plans, operational missions, such as work on board the International Space Station, will continue.
Meanwhile, the shutdown forced the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia, to halt its tracking of influenza cases just when the US flu season normally begins. The agency will also cut back on surveillance of emerging infectious diseases such as the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus, says spokeswoman Barbara Reynolds. The Environmental Protection Agency has retained some staff to look after its environmental-health and security functions and to care for animals being used in studies.
Predicting when and how the shutdown might end is difficult. The last such event, in early 1996, continued for a record 21 days, although shutdowns have historically been much shorter. The latest dispute is rooted in attempts by the Republican-controlled House of Representatives to withhold funding for the health-care reform programme championed by President Barack Obama. The Democrat-controlled Senate has repeatedly rejected the House manoeuvres, with little sign that the two bodies are willing to compromise. ■ 
Additional reporting by Erika Check

BY A L E X A N D R A W I T Z E
T ourists flock to Petrified Forest National Park in Arizona to marvel at great glittering logs of petrified wood. But geologists hope to flock there this month in search of something less visible and more scientifically significant: a core obtained by drilling half a kilometre into rock more than 200 million years old.
Drillers will spend several weeks boring through layers of rock that house the fossils of tiny early dinosaurs and giant crocodile-like phytosaurs, as well as the leaves and pollen of an entire fossilized ecosystem. The goal of the US$970,000 drilling project is to stitch together a complete picture of most of the middle and late Triassic period, a turbulent interval that saw both a mass-extinction event and the emergence of dinosaurs. Geoscientists hope to use the decay of radioactive uranium in layers of volcanic ash in the core to precisely date events between about 205 million and 235 million years ago, just before the supercontinent Pangaea began to break apart. "It's a unique opportunity to put together a coherent time framework for a critical part of the Triassic, " says John Geissman, a geologist at the University of Texas at Dallas and one of the project's leaders. "Sure, we have other continental Triassic records, but the Petrified Forest area is pretty darn good when it comes to details. "
The Petrified Forest effort has been years in the making. It is a follow-up to a project in which a Triassic core was drilled from New Jersey's Newark sediment basin between 1990 and 1993 (ref. 1) . That project aimed to tease out changes in the amount of sediment that was deposited as Earth went through cyclical shifts in the shape of its orbital path around the Sun. "If we can show that the Newark timescale is correct, we can empirically calibrate the Solar System's behaviour, " says Paul Olsen, a geologist at the LamontDoherty Earth Observatory in Palisades, New York, and a member of the project team. "That's probably the most exciting aspect for me. "
The effort, funded by the US National Science Foundation and the International Continental Scientific Drilling Program, might also help to resolve a simmering dispute. Comparisons of the Newark data with data from Triassic rocks in the Mediterranean have led some researchers to suggest radically revising the period's history. This reworking would lead to one subdivision -the Norian stage -taking up nearly half of the entire Triassic period, drastically changing dates of key evolutionary events, including the emergence of certain dinosaurs.
The idea of a 'long Norian' remains fiercely controversial 2 , and the Petrified Forest core would need to capture a sufficient record to settle the debate. But the rocks have plenty of chronological gaps, owing to weathering or abrupt geological events. Because of surface erosion, for example, the core will not capture the very end of the Triassic around 200 million years ago, when a mass extinction swept across the planet, killing many dinosaurian relatives. The core will instead start in rocks dating to around 205 million years ago, in layers known as 
HIDDEN HISTORY
Geoscientists plan to begin drilling a 500-metre rock core in Arizona this month. They hope to pinpoint the timing of events that occurred more than 200 million years ago during the Triassic period, which ended around the time that the supercontinent Pangaea began to break up.
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